96TH AVE. BRIDGE OVER BIJOU CREEK

SCOPE
Rehabilitation of the existing bridge to address critical structural problems, including abutment and wingwall repairs, girder bearing system repairs, pier concrete repairs, raising the approach roadways above flood water elevations, deck and curb concrete repairs, expansion joint repairs, asphalt overlay replacement, and bridge rail and guardrail upgrades.

PROJECT COST
Phase 1: $1,150,000
Phase 2: $1,100,000
Total: $2,250,000

SCHEDULE
Engineering Design.................. Completed
Phase 1 Construction .................... 2019
Phase 2 Construction .................... 2020

PROJECT STATUS
Phase 1 will be advertised for contractor bids in April 2019. Construction is expected to begin by July 2019 and be completed by December 2019. Phase 2 is expected to be constructed in 2020.

CONTACT PUBLIC WORKS
720.523.6875
publicworks@adcogov.org